JUSMAGTHAI FY18 Range
Information
The range information provided in this Chapter is for familiarization of training areas in
Thailand. This is ONLY a reference guide for live-fire ranges, and provides basic safety
parameters for ranges. The information MUST be reconfirmed during site surveys
and planning conferences to ensure parameters have not changed per Thai military
rules and regulations. Before using any range in Thailand, the ranges must be
surveyed and certified to meet all DAPAM 385-63/MCO 3570.1C regulations for
conduct of live-fire.

Please Provide JUSMAGTHAI any updated information
on all ranges that you survey, help out the next
Exercise

Thailand Training Ranges Overview

Artillery Training Center
Camp Phahonyotin, Lopburi

Description: The Artillery Training Center (Lopburi) located 153 Km north of
Bangkok. The Artillery range commenced operations in 1991. The size of the
Training Center is approximately 200 Square kilometers with a mix of mountains and
flat farm land. Premier training venue in Royal Thai Region 1, home to the RTA
Artillery Center, RTA Aviation Center, Special Warfare Command, and RTA 1 st
Corps.

Capability: The impact areas for artillery are illustrated as areas 3, 4, 5 and the tank
impact area is in area 8. Areas 5 through 10 are considered maneuver areas. The
impact areas can support up to 155mm artillery, 120 mm tank main gun, and
aviation delivered ordnance up to 500lb. The primary impact area is area 3. Aerial
delivery of ordnance would have to have restricted headings general from East to
West and dive angles to ensure the ordnance is contained within impact area 3.
Areas 1, 2, 4, 7, 8, 9, and 10 are providing the opportunity to conduce live fire and
maneuver, exercises. The surrounding areas and airfields present the capability for
support the long range tactical maneuver, airborne/air assault insertion operations
and noncombatant evacuation operations (NEO).Recommendation: It is
recommended that the Artillery
training Center receive further detailed analysis to explore the full potential as a
possible location for a NTF due to the local farmers are allowed to cultivate the
eastern half of the range and the maneuver through this area would be restricted
and seasonal. Typically, November through April is the dry season which may
support the maneuver operations.
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Size delineated next slide.
Allowed munitions up to 500lb inert.
Enter/exit routes described in subsequent slides as part of Chandy range regs.
- Target size is 20 x 20 for F-18 and F-19. Target will be 1,600 from the foul line and must use an 80 attack angle.
- Target size is 15 x 15 for A-5 Fantan and A-6 Intruder. Target will be 1,200 from the foul line and aircraft must use an
80 attack angle.
- The machine gun target of AU-23A, NOMAD N22, UH-1H and S-58T must use the bombing target and rocket training
area specified in 3.1.3.3
3.1.3.3 The bombing training target for 25-pound and 2.75” rockets and bombs (MARK-106) 5 pound, used in special
cases must contact the Chaibadan Air Arms Field prior to use. The target is located southeast of Air traffic control tower
.The figure looks like 4 circles one behind the other. The radiuses are 30’, 75’, 150’ and 300’ in a circle. The center point
is pyramid like 8’x8’ and 1,732’ from the foul line.

Army Tactical Training Center
Chai Badan/Muang Khom
Description: The Army Tactical Training Center is located approximately 250
kilometers from Bangkok. The area was established in 1991 and consists of 447,000
Rai (763 Square kilometers). The terrain is rolling hills with mountains throughout. The
vegetation is primarily mature trees with some open maneuver areas. The area has the
least amount of encroachment from the areas surveyed.

Chai badan

Capability: The Army Tactical Training Center is presently the area that the Thai
military uses to conduct combined arms live fire events. The training area consists of
two primary impact areas that support up to 155mm artillery, and aviation ordnance up
to Mk 84, 2000-lb. bombs. The impact areas are 6-9 square kilometers that are

primarily the side of a mountain as illustrated below. The Army Tactical Training Center
appears to offer the most flexibility and training opportunity of the sites visited to meet
the objectives of the NTF.

Army Tactical Training Center
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Limitations/Restrictions: The Army Tactical Training Center has one significant
limitation that the Thai military said they are working to correct. The areas depicted in
blue hash marks are civilian towns in the center of the training area. The below photo
illustrates the size of the small community and associated farms. The Thai Government
is working to relocate the people to the surrounding area outside the installation
boundary. No time lines were mentioned; however, if the Thai government is successful
in this endeavor the training opportunity will be significantly enhanced.

Recommendation: The Army Tactical Training Center presents the best training
opportunity of the sites surveyed. It is recommended that the Army Tactical Training
center receive a further detailed analysis to explore the full potential as a possible
location for a NTF.
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Army Cavalry Training Center

Special Warfare Training Center
Camp Erawan, Lopburi

Description: Building MOUT Site resembles Thai City Block
1. Maneuver building limited LFX.
2. Ballistic breaching and small lock buster door charge (open all windows for over
pressure).
3. Two 25 m ranges in close proximity
Recommendation: Ammunitions (SIM rounds and Blank Fire only). The facility suitable
to conducting Peace Keeping Operations Training and Platoon Raid
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Range Capabilities
1. Lt/Hvy Weapons up to .50
2. 60 and 81 mm Mortar
3. LAW/AT-4/90mm
4. M203/MK-19
5. Demo Range
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Infantry Training Center
Camp Tanarat, Pranburi
Description: The Infantry Center is located approximately 230 kilometers southwest of
Bangkok. The Infantry Center is approximately 400,000 acres in total with sparse
villages throughout. The main cantonment area consisting of 25,000 acres is where the
majority of the current training takes place on static ranges. The Infantry Center is
primarily a school house environment for the infantry at all levels.
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Capability: The Infantry Center utilizes its ranges to primarily support the resident
schools for the Thai Army. Illustrated below are two of the static firing ranges utilizing
the mountain as the backstop. The static small arms range on the right depicts the large
number of grazing cattle that were present on all the ranges. The Thai Army fires
105mm artillery on a scheduled, predetermined basis due do to the close proximity of
the King of Thailand’s Summer Palace. The firing of 155mm artillery, and aviation
delivered ordnance appeared to be out the question because of noise rest restrictions
and restricted airspace associated with the palace to north and the Burmese boarder to
the west.
Limitations/Restrictions: Ranges are limited to primarily static firing ranges with a
limitation on the caliber of ordnance fired.
Recommendation: Due to the limitations on firing 155mm artillery and fixed wing
aircraft, and the close proximity to Burma and the King’s palace. It is recommended that
the Infantry Center not be considered as a NTF.
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NAM PHONG Range (VTR-68) procedures: Nam Phong Range Description: A circle 20 NM radius
centered on point 1639N10258E

Period of activity: 29 Jan - 9 Feb 2007, between 0700 – 1700 Local Time.
Vertical limits: GND to FL150
Range Entry Procedures: Any flight directs NPG: Follow NPG Departure (see
paragraph 6.8). If NPG not clear: Holding present position
Range Exit: Follow NPG recovery procedures.
CAUTION: Be aware of other aircraft holding 10 NM on R-360 from NPG. The aircraft
will be directed by the Nam Phong Tower for safety.

RESTRICTIONS: No Range Entry without Nam Phong Permission. No Ordinance will
be delivered from Radio Inoperative aircraft except for jettison. Right circuit for
conventional range with 180° degree run-in HDG. No live ordinance will be delivered on
the range. Air craft will not overfly or point toward the range control tower.
RADIO INOPERATIVE: Aircraft with radio inoperative will not deliver any ordinance,
except to jettison. If radio failure occurs in the pattern, the aircraft may remain in the
range pattern and pass in front of the tower, rock wings to alert the tower of the
situation. If the emergency aircraft cannot fly back to the airbase, landing at the Nam
Phong Airfield is authorized.
JETTISON: Aircraft will jettison ordinance on the tactical range only (163845N 1025825
E) using a left hand pattern. If able, notify Nam Phong of your intention prior to jettison.

Phu Lamyai range, Nakhon Ratchasima (Korat)
Description: The Phu Lamyai range is located approximately 240 kilometers southeast
of Bangkok. The range is approximately 400,000 acres is where the majority of the
current training takes place on live fire maneuvers area.

Capability: The Phu Lamyai range is primarily support the 23rd RTA Infantry Regiment,
2nd Armor Division and Field Artillery Division. The range utilizing the mountain as the
backstop and depict the large number of grazing cattle that were present on all the
ranges. The Thai Army fires 105mm artillery with the proper survey 155mm can be fires
on this range. The aviation delivered ordnance is not recommended.
Limitations/Restrictions: Ranges are limited to conduct combine Battalion live fire
maneuvers with a limitation on the caliber of ordnance fired.
Recommendation: Due to the limitations on firing 155mm artillery and fixed wing
aircraft, Phu Lamyai is considered as a NTF.
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